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Trust Update
Sean Park
Happy New Year!

highest standards

2020 presents a year of
Opportunity for the Trust to make
progress and as often is the case,
looking into the past can provide
some of the inspiration to move
forward.

Pre-set key aims
Day to day running of the
Trust/Museum
Care of our Heritage assets
Key Aims
We will have raised the profile
and increased the use of
the Museum and its
facilities by our local
community and visitors to
the area
We will have a better designed
museum, with a more
coherent narrative that
covers the full range of our
collection
We will have made the work of
the museum more
sustainable and relevant
We will have delivered a
programme of meaningful,
high quality exhibitions
We will have ensured the long
term preservation of our
collections and improved
their documentation
We will have retained museum
accreditation status

For those familiar with my
comments in recent Informers
much has been made of the need
for all those closely associated
with the trust (especially Trustees)
to make a meaningful contribution
to both the running and the
development of the trust. Over the
last 4-5 years this has not been
the case.
-We are now in such a desirable
position.
As such we are now able to focus
on a degree of “Re-setting” the
Trust actions and activities back to
its stated purpose “to celebrate
and promote the Inclined Plane &
Boat Lift” – including exploring
avenues to further expand the
physical recreation of parts of this
once incredible structure!

These are part of a more extensive
Forward Plan which will not only set
To put this into practice the
our path but also give us a greater
following key aims have been set
credibility to develop plans with
which cover not only development
many of the major external
to allow more involved projects to
be created but also ensure that the organisations which would be part
of any major Trust or Foxton Locks
Trust and Museum are being
site development!
managed and operated to the

On a sadder note, after 8 years as a volunteer then Museum assistant
and since 2015 as Museum Manager, Penny has been offered a career
enhancing opportunity with a prominent Museum & Art Gallery.
The contribution made by Penny has been immense and whilst the
employment has stopped we are optimistic the involvement will continue
in some form in the future!
Penny – our thanks and we all wish you success in your new venture.
We are delighted to announce that Elaine who has been supporting
Penny in recent years will be taking over the role of Museum Manager in
January.
With each issue of Informer and in particular my comments, the level of
optimism of a brighter and more appropriately active Trust increases.
We look forward to this continuing.
Sean

Penny brings out the old members of staff for Halloween

Museum Report
Elaine Shawyer

From November our temporary exhibition from the Guild of Waterway
Artists has proved very popular.
Open at weekends until Sunday 1st March, it showcases beautiful
works of art in various media and styles by 11 artists, each with an
individual ‘take’ on the waterways. The aim of the Guild (formed in the
1980s) is to truthfully depict all aspects of canals and waterways and
to promote excellence in waterway art.
All the works on display are for sale and they include fabulous, framed
linocut prints starting at just £30. Unframed bargains are also on
sale.

You will have been expecting ‘Penny’s Piece’ in this edition of the Plane
Informer, but I am standing in for her from now on as she has moved on
to pastures new. Penny has been a great colleague and manager at the
Foxton Canal Museum and we will miss her. She has actually worked for
the Foxton Inclined Plane Trust, both as a volunteer and as a paid
member of staff, for around eight and a half years, latterly as Museum
Manager. Her wide-ranging experience, creativity and design flair has
been invaluable in the running of the Museum and in implementing various
alterations and improvements that have taken place over the years.

We wish you all the best for the future, Penny – and we look forward to
seeing you when you pop in!
Penny will be a difficult act to follow – I’ll do my very best! I’ve taken
over the position of Museum Manager, after working for Penny and the
Trust for two and a half years, and I look forward to carrying on the
good work, with the fantastic help of a small but very supportive team!
Mike and Chris are still here, working part time like myself, together
with our skilled and dedicated Trustees and Volunteers. A big, big thank
you to all of the above for everything you’ve done for the Museum and
the Trust in 2019. Here’s to 2020 and all its exciting opportunities!

With very best wishes to all our Members and readers,
Elaine

Penny (with red scarf) and guests at the opening of the art exhibition.

Retirements by Mike Beech
I am sad to report two
retirements from the Committee.
Rosemary Eaton and Cathy Fleming.
Both retire due to ill health.
Rosemary had been with us for a
few years mainly working with the
Festival, but she did join the
Committee and contributed in
several ways over the last few
years. Cathy had been with us for
several years, firstly helping with
front of house but soon joining the
committee. She then became
Chairman taking over from Steve
Cathy, taken at one of the
Bowyer. She served for many
festivals
years as such before stepping down
and giving way to Sean. She was
She supported our fund
supported by her black Labrador
raising efforts and the festival in
who passed away earlier this year.
particular organising the dog show.

From The Camera
Along the canal near Foxton
as many as 15 kingfishers
were reported during
November. This is a big
increase as in the past
boaters would be lucky to
spot the odd one. It would
be nice to think they will
stay in the aria.

Star gazing proved a popular
evening event.

Sorting the Archive By Mike Beech.
Over the years since I sort of
retired we have been working to
make sure the collection is properly
catalogued and identified before I
finally leave it all to others. Much
of the info is in my head and saves
a lot of messing about. This winter
we are making a concerted effort
on the archive, in many ways this is
the more daunting task. A mix of
staff and volunteers is now at work
over a day or two at the museum,
particularly in the week when we
are closed. It is a sizeable task,
one volunteer, Hazel, has taken on
the task of cataloguing and
scanning the press cuttings which
go back I think to the 1930s. News
paper is terrible stuff - it is the
cheapest paper and full of acid
which starts to destroy itself.
Scanning will save the information
and pictures. It will also make it
much easier to find relevant
articles as they will be recorded on
a spread sheet along with subject,
names dates etc. One scrap book
has revealed a real find which I
had not realised I had saved. The
book is one I put together, I think
for my personal collection. Pasted
in the inside front cover is a copy
of the minutes of the first public
meeting of the then Foxton
Inclined Plane Society. See next
page. Not a lot of information but
an important document for us. It
also confirms that next March it

will be 40 years since that
meeting. Cause for celebration?
Most of the picture collection is
catalogued, but needs to be
checked. But there are a few
hundred ‘modern’ pictures, many
taken by me of events over those
40 years, and lots from the OUCS
collection which have never been
properly catalogued.
The Old Union Canals Society
Archive is separate, but intended
to live permanently with our
collection. It is a very important
part of the collection containing
many documents and photographs
collected since the 1960s. The
society, over the years that we
have looked after the collection,
have provided money for filing
cabinets and other storage
materials as well as volunteers to
help sort it out. Sadly, like many
others, they are struggling with low
numbers of active members. If you
are knowledgeable about our canals
we could use people to help identify
some of the places in the pictures.
So if you could spend a few happy
hours looking at our collection you
would be very welcome. One thing
missing is the bulk of the old Plane
Informers - they seem to have
gone missing at some time during
one of the big moves. If you have
some to spare we would be very
pleased.

In The Beginning……part 3
The early years of The Foxton Inclined Plane Trust.
By Mike Beech
In the last issue we had just
completed and opened the Museum.
However the building wasn't
actually finished. A volunteer had
installed wiring and sockets round
the building along with a fuse
board. Unfortunately were not
connected to the mains. Getting
the power from the far side of the
locks was an interesting prospect.

BW agreed to build a wider foot
bridge over the nearest lock, wider
to allow wheelchair access. In the
side of the bridge a steel tube was
embedded in a raised lump of
concrete alongside the bridge to
take the heavy 3 phase cable.
Planning ahead this was big enough
to run an electric powered inclined
plane - sad we never got to try it.

This picture is dated 10th of June 1989. it is a party celebrating the
opening of the Museum. Taken by Sheila Lesley Miller. Sheila was a
committee member and was once chairman of Harborough District
Council. This slide has only been rediscovered recently.

I am not sure what year this picture was taken, but I think possibly
around 1998. the background of a boiler was painted by a friend of mine
Alec Riddett. This was the committee. Back from left, John Rainbow,
Peter Mayes, Peter Cook, Steve Barfoot. Front row from left, Dave
Goodwin, Trevor Towers, Tony Faithful-Wright, Mary Matts.
While we were at it we put a
telephone line in, this crosses the
bridge in a square steel box
attached to the side of the bridge.
Over a few days we dug a trench
from the telegraph pole to the
museum, this was done by
volunteers supervised by BW to
make sure we didn't weaken the
side pond wall.
This was the point that I was
now working for the trust and it
was my job to see the cable
installed. A massive cotton reel
arrived and a Land Rover was
attached to pull our cable off the
reel and lay it up the incline. We
then manhandled it into the trench.
The volunteers came back and
filled it all in. Dave Goodwin made a
railway sleeper bridge over the

weir and we laid stone to give a
good access path. Interestingly
this lasted really well and it was
only replaced this winter with a
much more expensive non slip
bridge which is nearly but not quite
better. (The access ramp on one

side is rather steep and I can
foresee electric buggies getting
stranded on it.)

George Freeston showing off some of the items he gave the museum. He
lived near Blisworth Tunnel and had collected lots of historic items, not
all canal. He is standing in front of Foxglove which we use for a children's
play boat. It was built by Foxton Boat Services in 1976 due to a drought
on the canals. It lived on a trailer and provided a mobile shop at waterway
festivals and the local carnival. Tony and Mary Matts offered it to us.
Getting it into the museum was a major undertaking - it had to go on its
side, the museum doors were removed and part of the boat cut away. It
has been a big feature for us over the years.
We still didn't have water, we
filled a plastic container and
carried it to the museum. The
water supply came much later when
they were working on the locks, the
pipe again had to come across the
locks but this time we could just
drop it behind the new steel piles
and it was then covered in
concrete. Inside the museum we
slowly improved adding free display
cases from Carter Design and
Harborough Building society. A

mezzanine floor was added down
one side with a store room in one
corner, that gave us much needed
storage space for the archive,
collection and sales stock. We miss
that a lot with the newer more
recent design of the building. In
addition to myself we have
employed a fair number of people,
many only part time in the summer.
The longest serving of these was
Mike Cooper, not only serving as a
reliable Museum assistant but also

as minute secretary for all
meetings and our best ever proof
reader for Informer.
We have always felt the need
for more good committee members,
they have come and gone over the
years and many served for long
periods. We could not have done
anything without the diverse skills
with which the members supported
us - some very practical ‘hands on’,
some with more office based skills.
In the early years we always had a
‘can do attitude’. Once we decided
what we wanted it was going to

happen. The only thing that hasn't
is the restoration of the lift, but
we have achieved so much.
Paying for what we have done
also goes down to a relatively small
band of volunteers, often not part
of the main committee. In the early
days the Museum had to be self
funding, that was part of my job.
But modern health and safety rules
and a demand for better working
conditions, and even a fair wage for
employees makes that nearly
impossible. But we did pay for
nearly everything through hard

A proud moment. We had achieved Museum registration, making us an
official museum according to the Museums and Galleries Commission.
Taken in the museum in front of a display we had inherited from the Old
Union Canals Society. In the back row are Steve Barfoot, chairman at the
time, the then chairman of the county council, and Ann Bushby. In the
Front is the lady from East Midlands Museums, (sorry I can’t remember
the names), me and then Mum. The Committee had given flowers to the
ladies for their help in fund raising and front of house.

work by our volunteers and staff.
From the beginning we had small
events to raise modest amounts of
money with an annual festival which
made a good profit (it had to - we
didn't have accumulated funds to
fall back on). Grants were rare and
relatively small. Leicestershire
County Council had a good scheme
so that museums could apply for
funding. There was no National

Lottery to provide the big money so
it was all a bit hand to mouth with
the hands on skills of the members
and myself designing, building and
painting. We won some good awards
and became a properly recognised
Museum - not bad at all for the flat
earth society.

Above - the Museum as it was before it was remodelled using lottery
money grant along with some work out on the site. Peter Cook
demonstrates one of our listening posts.

On Holiday
Mike Beech
Some of you have shown
interest in my travelling on
holiday. It was a great
holiday travelling around
2,500 miles going north
around Scotland. I struck
lucky at a stop over by Lake
Windermere on the way up.
I have been keen to see the
Steam Boat Museum now
that it has reopened as
Windermere Quays. There
was to be a special event
where 8 steam boats of
various types would be out
on the water. I managed to
get a ticket for the museum boat
and took part in a cruise round the
lake. This I am told was a very rare
event. The museum boat and a near
identical sister were joined by

boats large and small, some
restored, some built from scratch
by their owners. This is what it
must have been like when rich
families owned such boats and went

out with friends.

to Skye, exploring the coast and a
couple of castles before crossing
Having made my way to Loch
to the east coast in the hope of
Lomond I was joined by Ann
avoiding bad weather. I stopped on
Bushby where we boarded a sea
the banks of Loch Ness and then
plane and flew out over the coast.
worked my way north to eventually
It was great to see places I had
stay at Dunnet Head, the most
visited set out below us. And to see
northerly mainland point. I visited
the tops of very high hills that,
lots of great scenery and far too
even now, few people have ever
many industrial heritage sites to
visited. Looking down on wonderful
mention here. Most of the
scenery we also flew over the
industrial sites are in the south of
Faslane nuclear submarine base and
Scotland. The highlights included
the Crinan Canal.
the Denny Test Tank where they
From there I travelled north used models to test the hulls of

Another boat I enjoyed travelling on
was the ferry to the wildlife island of
Inchcailloch. The boat is an old
clinker built cruiser with a 2 cylinder
Kelvin engine. I am amazed that it is
still running public passenger services.

The engine and winding gear for the
Balloch Steam Slipway designed to
pull the Loch Lomond steamers out of
the water. It has been restored once
but last time they tried to use it the
timber frame gave way. It is being
restored to do that job again.
The Paddle Steamer, Maid of the
Loch, which is under restoration, will
hopefully soon be removed from the
water on the Balloch slip.

ships before building the real
thing. The Ballock Steam Slipway
is very interesting and I managed
to see the steam engine running.

Back in England I stayed
near York, the best camp site
was underwater. I stopped there
to visit the Railway Museum.
Among a fantastic collection of
railway engines I found the
engine from the Swannington
Inclined Plane. The canal linked

coal mines with the river
Soar. This is a very
ornate engine and
deserves better
explanation than it has.

Happy Birthday Jill
By Mike Beech
In November some of us
were invited to a birthday meal for
Jill Cook (left front of the
picture). Jill has been one of our
most dedicated fundraisers, past
committee members and museum
front of house staff. Along with
husband Peter, Jill took our stand
to lots of events including national
boat rallies and carnivals. Jill, along
with daughter Georgina (right
front) produced hundreds of
knitted dolls and other characters
which they sold, giving FIPT the

profits. Among the most popular
were nativity sets. Mum’s set will
be brought out of the loft this
Christmas.
Also in the picture are behind Jill:
Val Britcher, Ann Bushby, Maureen
Bindley. Opposite are Jean Beech,
and Mike Bindley, I was taking the
photograph.

A BRIEF HISTORY
OF THE BRITISH CANAL SYSTEM
Part 1 .2 - Why canals? Compiled by Derek Harris
Following on from the last issue,
I had to split Derek's part one
so this now follows on I hope you
enjoy it as much as I do. Just
to recap, The Duke of
Bridgewater has asked James
Brindley to build a canal from
the mines at Worsley to
Manchester. The big problem
was convincing parliament that
Brindley's aqueduct could indeed
take boats over the existing
navigation on the river Irwell this he demonstrated with a
block of cheese.

then “puddle” it by trampling it
with their feet. If there was a
herd of cattle nearby,
arrangements would be made to
run the cows over it to achieve
the same effect!
The canal opened on 17
July 1761. The effect it had
on the price of coal in
Manchester was enormous.
Before the canal one
hundredweight (just under
51kg) cost the customer 7d
(2.9p). After the canal the
price per hundredweight dropped
to 3.5d (1.45p). Half the price!
Consequently, the people of
Manchester could afford more
MGB
coal and the Duke could sell
more – a win-win situation.
Brindley could see the
economic advantages of canals
throughout the country and
envisioned what he called “The
Grand Cross”, a system joining
the four great rivers – the
Mersey, Humber, Thames and
Severn.
With the river crossing problem
His friend, Josiah
solved the construction of the
Wedgwood of Wedgwood’s
canal went on apace. Another
Pottery at Stoke-on Trent, was
of Brindley’s initiatives was the
the main backer of the Trent &
method of keeping the channel
Mersey Canal which opened in
watertight. Large quantities of 1777. The Thames & Severn
clay were mixed with water to
Canal was not opened until 1789,
make what he called “puddle”.
seventeen years after Brindley’s
This was dropped into the empty death, and to which he had no
channel and the workers would
input.

He did, however, have
serious involvement in many other
canal projects – the Coventry, the
Staffordshire & Worcestershire
and the Oxford were all
constructed with Brindley as chief
engineer.
If the Duke was the Father of
the British canal system, Brindley
was surely the Godfather.

they had, a lot of them would
never have turned a profit
because they were set to go over
some of the most difficult land.
Many projects were commenced
and never completed, often
because the money ran out.
Those that were constructed
were completed in two
concentrated periods. The first
was the time we have already
Motorways of the Nineteenth
looked at between 1759 and the
Century
early 1770’s. The second
It is difficult for us to realise occurred from 1789 to near the
these days, but back then canals
end of the 19th Century.
were the fastest, most efficient
Important canals from this second
form of bulk transport in
period still in use are the Grand
existence. Boats were pulled by a Junction from Braunston to
horse, a mule, an ass or any other Brentford, the Llangollen, the
beast of burden. On water, one
Macclesfield, the Regent’s and the
horse could pull between thirty
Worcester & Birmingham.
By 1850 around 4,800 miles
of canal had been constructed.
Most of the Scottish
canals were constructed in the
later period – the Forth & Clyde in
1790, the Crinan in 1817 and the
and fifty times the weight it could Caledonian in 1822.
pull on land.
Fellows. Morton & Clayton (FMC),
Samuel Barlow Canal Carrying
Company, Cowburn & Cooper –
these were the Eddie Stobart’s of
their day. Quite simply, the
Industrial Revolution could never
have happened had it not been for
the canals.
Canal Mania
Seeing the financial success
of the early canals, speculators
realised that they were a way to
make money. Canals were
projected all over the country.
Many never came to fruition, but if

Murder Mystery and My family
By Mike Beech
In November we were
approached by a film
company working for BBC.
Were we willing to take
part in a programme
looking at the case
against Hannah Read? The
program goes out on day
time TV and looks at old
murder cases where the
descendants believe that
the convicted person may
be innocent.
The evidence is presented
and 2 lawyers take the
case - one for the
prosecution and one for
the defence. They then
present the case to a
judge who states whether there is
TV cameras operated by the entire
enough evidence to consider
2 person production team and 2
overturning the verdict.
other Mikes. The father and son
Why us? 2004 years ago
relatives of Hannah were both
Hannah’s husband was recovered
Michael. It did at times get a bit
from the canal at Stains bridge
confusing as to which Mike the
between Foxton locks and Foxton
production team were directing.
village. Hannah was convicted of
After a lunch in the Inn we
pushing him in and holding him
moved to the museum and
under.
continued to film the three of us.
Penny asked me to represent The producer made sure that we
the Museum, so I found myself
covered all of the points on the
standing on the towpath on a cold
research but it was an informal
November morning with a pair of
discussion and the cameras were

allowed to roll on as we discussed
the points. Two days’ filming will all
be edited down to a very strict 47
minutes and 15 seconds. They are
allowed to be a maximum of 30
seconds short but must not be a
second over. I have never been part
of a TV production quite like this
one, I have worked to scripts and I
have had a presenter in front of me
asking questions. This was a much
less formal affair, we were told a
few times that we needed to look
more serious. Another expert was
being interviewed before me in the
Inn. Much was being made of the
idea that the rapid flow of the
water might have moved the body a
long way and that was the reason
for the battered appearance of the
body. They were not convinced that
the canal water doesn't actually
move much. And they were not
convinced that the canal was only 4
to 5 foot deep at the very most.
Much was made of the report that
his hand was in the pocket of his
smock as if he was trying to give
Hannah some money (not found on
the body). Hannah's later
confession which the family wish to
dismiss states that she asked him
to remove the smock as it made him
look foolish - I think that he may
have been doing this when he was
pushed in making it hard to fight
back. It was April so the water
would have been very cold, even in
the canal that could make it hard to
breath and act sensibly to save

yourself.
Hannah’s defence was that
her husband had gone mad and was
tearing up the grass and ran off
towards Gumley. Another
statement had had him in a rage
jumping up and down on the edge of
the canal and that he fell in
backwords. She claims to have
tried to save him with his hat but
could not reach.
Michael Senior has been
researching the murder for the
last 12 years. He is convinced that
the several prosecution witnesses
were lying to please the land-owning
brother of the murdered man.
Hannah did confess after the
verdict, that was published in the
papers with varying degrees of
accuracy and enthusiasm.
I think she was guilty,
perhaps with unknown mitigating
circumstances.
Other episodes of this awardwinning programme were broadcast
at 9.15 in the autumn.
We have covered the murder
a couple of times in Informer, so
next year, around May, look out for
the TV series and see what you
think - innocent? Or guilty?

The Christmas Dinner
By Mike Beech
As I put this informer
together the Christmas TV
adverts are in full swing, TV
films are on the telly, (Rather
early in my opinion and none
worth watching.) Food in abundance
is apparently available at the best
possible price from all of the
supermarkets and all of us must
have a Christmas feast to put any
mock-Victorian TV Christmas meal
to shame.

vegetable garden, and probably
kept chickens and a pig or two. A
pig may well have been butchered
as the meat would last well in the
winter, so some of that for the
Christmas meal, or maybe a
cockerel if there was one spare or
not performing anymore, but it
But what was it really like
would probably be an old-ish bird.
for people around 1900? I am sure
Father would no doubt walk to the
that Gordon Thomas would have sat
pub whilst Mum did the cooking,
down to a very lavish meal,
and bring her back a bottle of
entertaining family and friends
stout, hopefully not getting too
with the latest trends in culinary
drunk to return at the proper time.
delight. Queen Victoria and Prince
Albert had introduced the
If you were a boatman and
Christmas Tree and the Christmas his family, winter would have been
card had been invented. He
a very hard time, with short
probably had a cook and a maid to
working days, freezing, wet
provide the meal, and fine wines to weather and icy winds. The canal
go with it all.
companies often closed locks on
Sundays and for Christmas
A lock keeper could
probably shut everything down for
guarantee to be warm and dry with
just one day. Some of the boatmen
his family and would have a rare
would simply have got drunk in the
day off. His meal could be
nearest pub. The good planners
produced on a full-size coal fired
would have made sure that they
stove. If his wife was a good cook
were moored in a good spot with
and had planned well, the family
access to everything they needed
meal I suspect would be very good
to hand. But food would be very
for the time. They would have a

different to that on the Thomas
table. If things were not good they
would have had to make do with
whatever they had to hand. I am
sure most would have liberated
some veg from the countryside or
traded coal for some veg from a
lock keeper’s garden. Some may
have found the odd rabbit, duck or
pheasant, but that could be proof
of poaching which carried very
harsh punishment. Whatever food
was available, if it was cooked on
the boat, only very small ovens were
available, with enough room on top
for a couple of saucepans. A trip to
the pub may well have been in
order, possibly for both adults.
Drunkenness was still common
unless they had succumbed to the
teachings of the Salvation Army.
It would have been a very
simple meal compared to the offer
on our TVs - very simple compared
to the large number of cookery
programmes which will be repeated
in the next few weeks. No big
table to lay it out on. Probably
cheep beer to wash it down.
For some, Christmas would
just have been another day of hell.
Frozen hands, a lack of food and
warmth, possibly stranded by ice a
mile or two from a town. There are
stories of entire families starving
or freezing to death in the worst
winters and farmers refusing to
help.
I often wonder what it would

have been like to live in 1900. In
the summer on the canals it may not
have been a bad life for most. If
you were in Gordon Thomas's
position, life would have been
pretty good. I know we have people
sleeping on the streets this winter
and many with a roof will be using
food banks. But in the winter in
1900 the majority would not have
had the comfort we now take for
granted. Charles Dickens story ‘A
Christmas Carol’ was I am sure
accurate and I would not have
wished to be Bob Cratchit.

Lock Maintenance by Alex Goode,
Canal and River Trust
Canal & River Trust will undertaking
winter maintenance works at
Foxton Locks, starting on the
6th January 2020 and due to finish
on the 13th March 2020. During this
time a wide range of works are
planned which aim to maintain the
historic flight of locks including;
The replacement of the top
gate to lock 8. Improving the lock
ladder within the chamber of lock 8
and brickwork repairs to the lock 8
chamber.

stitching at the footbridge walls.
Replace the top gate of lock
13, brickwork repairs and improve
the lock ladders within the
chamber.
Replace bottom gates of lock
14, improve lock ladder within the
chamber, brickwork repairs and
repair top concrete cill and replace
fender plate.

Improve lock ladder within
the chamber of lock 16, brickwork
repairs within the lock chamber
Brickwork repairs to the lock repair brickwork on the quadrant
chamber of lock 9. Replacing the
steps.
Cill fender and improving the
lock ladder within the lock 9
Replace the bottom gates
chamber.
of lock 17, improve lock ladders
within the chamber and brickwork
Brickwork repairs to the lock repairs.
chamber of lock 10, replace the cill
fender and repair concrete Cill also
As always there are many
improvements will be made to the
works
which Canal & River Trust
lock ladder within lock 10 chamber.
will be undertaking during the
winter stoppage season. Canal &
Replacement of the bottom
River Trust will also be holding a
gates to lock 11, brickwork repairs number of lock event during the
within the lock chamber, improve
stoppage at Foxton, this is an
the lock ladder within lock 11,
exciting opportunity for members
replace missing cill fender plate
of the public to go into one of the
and repair damaged concrete cill
dewatered locks and have a look at
and repair the side pond overflow the parts of the locks which are
weir.
usually underwater. dates and
further information on the open
Refit the bottom gates of
locks events will follow shortly.
lock 12, brickwork repairs within
the lock chamber, improve the lock
As always the Foxton Locks
ladder and undertake crack
site will remain open to footfall

visitors during the stoppage
‘Open Lock’ weekends are:
however, there may be some slight
towpath diversions around site
periodically.
15-16 Feb, 22-23 Feb, 29 Feb-1
Foxton Locks is a wonderful place
Mar and 7-8 Mar.
to visit, so please take the time to
visit us during the winter works and Lots of activities will be going on have a look at the dewatered locks something for everyone!
it really is an amazing site.

1992 New Lock gates for old
Mike Beech
One of the things you witness
when you are in the museum all
winter is the fitting of new lock
gates. In early 2020 another new
batch of gates is to be fitted.
Whilst sorting the museum
collection I happened upon these
pictures from the winter of 1992.
The pictures were taken as a
record, but I wasn't thinking that I
would still be involved when these
gates were replaced. The gates
being fitted then are now overdue

for replacement - at 28 years after
that length of time they are getting
to be a bit sad. The joints get weak
and they can’t be made to fit
properly anymore. In fact one set
broke when a boat hit them a bit
hard, new gates would probably have
survived. They were bodged up to
make them last until the winter.
Take a good look at the
pictures and if you visit next years
open days you can compare the
works. The gantry for lifting the
gates is hand
operated. There
will be a lot more
fencing and
health and
safety. They will
also be using
modern powered
cranes, that had
not been
invented back
then. Its making
me feel old just
thinking about it!

The Man on the boat at the bottom
of the locks is Foreman Tony
Gamage. He would not be allowed to
be there today in case the gate
drops. The gate has to be moved
forward by pushing the gantry.
They seem to just have planks but

I am sure they changed later to a
channel. One man is sporting a
donkey jacket - we have one very
like it now in the Museum
collection.

N.B. Now on until Sunday 1st March 2020

Foxton Canal Museum Winter Opening Times:
11am to 4pm Saturdays and Sundays
To check opening times, telephone 0116 2792657

